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(2) When applying the 1.0 psi threshold to determine potential casualties
due to blast overpressure effects, the
analysis must:
(i) Incorporate a probabilistic model
that accounts for the probability of
casualty due to any blast overpressures
of 1.0 psi or greater and satisfy paragraph (d) of this section; or
(ii) Count each person within the 1.0
psi overpressure radius of the source
explosion as a casualty. When using
this approach, the analysis must compute the peak incident overpressure
using the Kingery-Bulmash relationship and may not take into account
sheltering, reflections, or atmospheric
effects. For persons located in buildings, the analysis must compute the
peak incident overpressure for the
shortest distance between the building
and the blast source. The analysis
must count each person located anywhere in a building subjected to peak
incident overpressure equal to or greater than 1.0 psi as a casualty.
(d) Casualty modeling. A probabilistic
casualty model must be based on accurate data and scientific principles and
must be statistically valid. A launch
operator must obtain FAA approval of
any probabilistic casualty model that
is used in the flight safety analysis. If
the launch takes place from a Federal
launch range, the analysis may employ
any probabilistic casualty model that
the FAA accepts as part of the FAA’s
launch site safety assessment of the
Federal launch range’s safety process.
(e) Collision avoidance. (1) A launch
operator must ensure that a launch vehicle, any jettisoned components, and
its payload do not pass closer than 200
kilometers to a manned or mannable
orbital object—
(i) Throughout a sub-orbital launch;
or
(ii) For an orbital launch:
(A) During ascent to initial orbital
insertion and through at least one
complete orbit; and
(B) During each subsequent orbital
maneuver or burn from initial park
orbit, or direct ascent to a higher or
interplanetary orbit or until clear of
all manned or mannable objects,
whichever occurs first.
(2) A launch operator must obtain a
collision avoidance analysis for each

launch from United States Strategic
Command or from a Federal range having an approved launch site safety assessment. United States Strategic
Command calls this analysis a conjunction on launch assessment. Sections
417.231 and A417.31 of appendix A of this
part contain the requirements for obtaining a collision avoidance analysis.
A launch operator must use the results
of the collision avoidance analysis to
develop flight commit criteria for collision
avoidance
as
required
by
§ 417.113(b).
(f) Flight safety analysis. A launch operator must perform and document a
flight safety analysis as required by
subpart C of this part. A launch operator must not initiate flight unless the
flight safety analysis demonstrates
that any risk to the public satisfies the
public risk criteria of paragraph (b) of
this section. For a licensed launch that
involves a Federal launch range, the
FAA will treat an analysis performed
and documented by the Federal range,
and which has an FAA approved launch
site safety assessment, as that of the
launch
operator
as
provided
in
§ 417.203(d) of subpart C of this part. A
launch operator must use the flight
safety analysis products to develop
flight safety rules that govern a
launch. Section 417.113 contains the requirements for flight safety rules.
§ 417.109 Ground safety.
(a) Ground safety requirements apply
to launch processing and post-launch
operations at a launch site in the
United States.
(b) A launch operator must protect
the public from adverse effects of hazardous operations and systems associated with preparing a launch vehicle
for flight at a launch site.
(c)
§§ 417.111(c),
417.113(b),
and
417.115(c), and subpart E of this part
provide launch operator ground safety
requirements.
§ 417.111 Launch plans.
(a) General. A launch operator must
implement written launch plans that
define how launch processing and flight
of a launch vehicle will be conducted
without adversely affecting public safety and how to respond to a launch mishap. A launch operator’s launch plans
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